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Jerry Sibal is no mere party planner. Heâ€™s a world-renowned designer of unforgettable

celebrations of every description. Each of Sibalâ€™s projects&#151;whether for a private birthday

party or holiday dinner, a lavish wedding or bar/bat mitzvah, a corporate retreat or charity

ball&#151;is a distinctive work of art. An Event to Remember presents a portfolio of some of

Sibalâ€™s finest and most visionary work&#151;with dramatic photographs that will make you wish

youâ€™d been there.Â Â Throughout, Sibal reveals how he coordinates architecture, lighting and

audiovisual systems, interior decor, tabletop arrangements, and his trademark floral extravaganzas

to create such gloriously spellbinding environments. Venues from all over the country are featured,

from New York Cityâ€™s Rainbow Room, to Miami Beachâ€™s Setai Hotel, to Atlantic Cityâ€™s

Borgata Casino, to outdoor settings such as the Brooklyn Botanic Garden and a California hillside

with breathtaking Pacific Ocean views.
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Jerry Sibal is the founder of New York City&#150;based Design Fusion. He earned a degree in

architecture, taught traditional Chinese brush painting, and worked for floral designer Preston Bailey

before opening his own firm with partner Edwin Josue. Sibalâ€™s work has been featured in

Brideâ€™s Magazine, Inside Weddings, and Daily Candy.

As the title says, I was quite disappointed. The only thing that was impressive was pretty much the

centerpiece on the cover. Not to bad mouth the book too much, there were some very nice pieces

inside the book. I do agree with one of the reviewers however, saying the quality of some of the



photos were absolutely horrible! I get a headache looking at some of them! Some photos were too

harsh on the eyes and it seemed like the editor decided to try too hard doing his job and enhanced

the contrast of the photos. Then there were some arrangements in a couple of ballrooms that made

it seemed like Mr. Sibal was high on something. One of the events looked like a jungle had

exploded and no one stayed around to clean it up! Save your money on another book!

I purchased this gift for my sister, so I am writing per her review. She has been working in catering

for several years now and has always wanted to start her own party-planning company. This book

provided her with many great ideas and suggestions that she is sure she will use at one point or

another.

If you love Preston Bailey, you will love this book as well. This is an amazing book with beautiful

pictures. Yes the parties and arrangements are more than most people could ever afford; however,

it is a great book for inspiration. If you are a visually inspired person, you will spend hours looking at

this one.

I already have this book and loved it. I purchased it fora gift because I thought it would

inspireanother person I know in the industry.

The book was a gift and my son, who was thrilled to received. He had put the title on his wish list,

which made choice very easy for me

This is a delightful, inspirational book. Add to your library if you enjoy doing events as I do! It has

become one of my favorites...

An Event to Remember? I was very disapointed in the photography! They are not clear and sharp

most things in the book look washed out!. Any photo of a large room Mr. Sibal decorated looks

aufull, you cant even tell what the flowers are in the centerpices. To much reflection on all the

glasses at each table setting.

This book is full of magnificent photography. Pages and pages of really over-the-top and exciting

party photos. The only downside? Some of the displays may be too garish and excessive for my

taste. All in all, it is well worth getting and a nice addition to my collection of entertaining and party



planning books.
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